WHAT ARE SOME UNA-USA CHAPTER ACTIVITIES?

All of our chapters put together panel discussions, fundraisers, and other educational events around the SDGs—particularly through their local lens. Here are some other examples of what our chapters have done.

Collaborated on a campaign with other organizations to locally ban certain plastics that get into the ocean

UNA San Diego Chapter

Panel discussions with local groups and experts on human trafficking

UNA Kentucky Division

Conference discussing how COVID-19 has impacted efforts to progress human rights

UNA chapters in New Jersey

Partnered with PBS North Carolina Children’s Media and Education Team on presentation on how public television is contributing to SDG 4: Quality Education

UNA Wake County Chapter

Created a Global Leaders Program for students to teach them how SDGs are related to local issues

UNA Greater Philadelphia Chapter

Created a UN Perspective Series where each event explores local actions taken towards the SDGs

UNA Greater Boston Chapter

Created a virtual Model UN conference in Minnesota

UNA Minnesota Chapter